
6.3 – DEFENSE AGAINST INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
 

DEFINITIONS 

 

Disease = Any condition that disturbs normal body functions 

 

Illness = A deterioration of the body (symptoms) 

   A disease can cause an illness 

 

Pathogen: An organism or virus that causes disease  

   Bacteria, fungi, viruses, etc.  

 

Antibiotics: Chemicals that kill bacteria  

   Block prokaryotic features but not eukaryotic animal ones 

o For example, naked DNA, 70S ribosomes, cell walls, etc. 

 

Viruses do not have metabolisms 

    Use host cell’s metabolism to reproduce 

   So, antibiotics do not work on viruses 

 

 

 

FLOREY AND CHAIN EXPERIMENT 

 

Florey and Chain were the first people to purify penicillin and test it 

  Penicillin was the first antibiotic ever discovered (by Alexander Flemming)  

 

Florey and Chain showed that their purified penicillin worked with this experiment: 

1. They took 8 mice and infected them with bacteria 

2. Gave penicillin to only 4 of the mice 

3. The 4 mice with penicillin got better, the other 4 all died 

 

   

  



MORE DEFINITIONS 

 

Surface / MHC proteins 

   Surface/peripheral proteins are on the outside of the cell membranes (glycoproteins) 

   All cells with nuclei and viruses have them 

   They identify cells to other cells around them, like flags 

o All your cells have these protein flags identifying themselves as part of your body 

o Allows white blood cells to recognize foreign/invading cells (their flags don’t match) 

o Allows cells to know that they are in the right part of your body 

 Cells that are moved to the wrong part normally self-destruct 

(if they don’t, they are cancer…) 

o These proteins flags are called MHC Proteins (Major HistoCompatability Proteins) 

 (you will not need to know this full name but should recognize MHC) 

 

Antigen = Any substance that is recognized as foreign and is capable of triggering an immune response 

   Normally, surface proteins on the pathogen’s cells 

   Your cell’s surface proteins would be antigens for another person 

                    (this is why some organ transplants fail) 

 

Antibody = Proteins made by your immune system to attack a specific antigen 

   Your immune system recognizes a pathogen by its antigen 

   This triggers an ‘immune response’ 

o Makes a specialized antibody to attack the specific antigen 

 

Blood types are a great example of common antigens (copy the table below into your notes) 

            
 



DEFENSE AGAINST DISEASES 

  Body has three main lines of defense against disease:  

1. Skin and Mucus membranes 

o Not specific; prevents all pathogens from entering 

2. Phagocytic leucocytes 

o Not specific; white blood cells that recognize pathogens and ingest them 

3. Antibody production by lymphocytes 

o Specific; white blood cells make antibodies that only work on a specific antigen 

 

                   

 

1) SKIN AND MUCUS MEMBRANES  

 

  Skin is made of layers of cells 

o Top layers are made of dead skin cells that form an unbroken barrier to prevent 

pathogens from entering the body 

o Lower layers of skin provide replacements for damaged / falling off top layers 

o Lower layers secrete: 

 Sebum (skin oil) that keeps skin moisturized and prevents cracking 

 Lysozyme = enzyme that breaks down bacteria 

 

  Entrances into the body often have 

o Mucus = A thicker, sticky liquid 

 Traps pathogens 

 Contains lysozyme 

 Is acidic, which kills bacteria 

 

 

FIXING CUTS – THE PROCESS OF CLOTTING 

 

  When your skin gets cut or damaged, it forms a clot to close it 

1. Damaged cells release proteins called clotting factors 

2. Clotting factors make platelets in the blood sticky, helping them attach to the 

damaged areas and close the wound 

3. Clotting factors also activate prothrombin in the blood, turning it into the 

enzyme thrombin 

4. Thrombin converts soluble fibrinogen into insoluble fibrin (long protein strings) 

5. Fibrin forms a “net” and catches erythrocytes (red blood cells) and platelets 

6. This forms a clot 

 

Thrombose = Clot 



ATHEROSCLEROSIS / CORONARY HEART DISEASE 

 

  Atherosclerosis / Coronary Heart Disease is a disease where plaques form in the coronary 

       arteries, potentially causing clots and blocking the blood vessels 

1. Cholesterol causes blood vessel walls to become stiffer 

and fat can accumulate on blood vessel walls 

o  This forms hard deposits called plaques 

2. Stiff walls with fatty deposits can get damaged 

3. Damaged cells release clotting factors, causing clots for form 

4. Clot can block blood vessel, or break off and get caught in smaller vessel 

o This can cause heart attacks or strokes 

 

  Coronary arteries (on the outside of the heart) supply the heart with blood. 

       When they get blocked, it’s called coronary heart disease. 

 

 

 
                 Image from: BioNinja 

 

                   

 

  

https://ib.bioninja.com.au/standard-level/topic-6-human-physiology/63-defence-against-infectio/clotting.html


2) PHAGOCYTIC LEUCOCYTES  

 

Phagocytosis = Eating or ingesting a pathogen 

   Using endocytosis to eat something by putting it in a vesicle 

   Then, merging a lysosome with the vesicle to digest it 

 

 

 
                 Image from: TeachMePhysiology 

 

Leucocyte = White blood cell 

 

Phagocytic leucocyte = White blood cell that eats pathogens 

   The main type is called a macrophage 

 

Antigen = Protein markers on the outside of cells and viruses 

  Phagocytic leucocytes recognize pathogens by their antigens, which do not match 

       the ones on your cells 

 

  

https://teachmephysiology.com/immune-system/innate-immune-system/phagocytosis/


3) ANTIBODY PRODUCTION  

 

Antibody / Immunoglobulin = Y-shaped protein that attaches to a specific antigen 

     Destroys the pathogen with that antigen by lysing it, 

                                    or immobilizes the pathogen making it easier to eat by a phagocytic leucocyte 

    Antibodies are dominated by tertiary protein structure 

 

Lymphocyte = White blood cell that lives in a lymph node 

 

There are two major types of lymphocytes 

1. Helper T-lymphocytes 

o After they are activated by a specifically matching antigen-presenting 

macrophage, they divide by mitosis and activate matching B-lymphocytes 

2. B-lymphocytes 

o Makes antibodies 

o Your body has many types of B-lymphocytes which are specialized to make 

different antibodies 

o When a pathogen invades, exposure to the specific matching antigen will cause 

the correct B-lymphocyte to divide by mitosis and make its antibodies 

 

 

PROCESS OF IMMUNITY 

1. Pathogen invades the body 

2. Macrophage ingests the pathogen by phagocytosis 

o Macrophage recognized the pathogen by its antigens 

o Macrophage will use its lysosomes to kill and digest the pathogen 

3. Macrophage puts the pathogen’s antigens on its own cell membrane 

o Becomes an antigen-presenting cell (APC) 

4. APC goes to the lymph nodes, where it finds and activates a helper T-lymphocyte that 

specifically matches the antigen 

5. Helper T-lymphocyte finds and activates the B-lymphocyte that specifically matches 

the antigen 

o This step is called “Clonal selection” 

6. B-lymphocyte divides by mitosis 

o This step is called “Clonal expansion” 

7. Some B-lymphocytes become plasma cells 

o Plasma cells produce specific antibodies that match the specific antigen 

 Antibodies attach to the antigen to kill or catch the pathogen 

8. Some B-lymphocytes become memory cells 

o Memory cells stay in your body in high numbers 

o Begin “clonal expansion” quickly if the pathogen infects the body again 

 This will produce more antibodies faster, giving you immunity 



IMMUNITY 

 

Secondary Immunity = Immunity caused by memory cells left over from an earlier infection 

o Makes more antibodies faster than during the first infection 

 

Vaccination = Injecting a dead or weakened pathogen (or just the antigen) into a patient to 

                          trigger antibody production and an immune response 

o Do not get sick/symptoms because pathogen is inactive 

o Have secondary immunity thanks to memory cells 

 

 

HIVS AND AIDS 

 

HIV = A virus that only infects and kills lymphocytes 

  So body is unable to make antibodies 

  HIV = Human Immunodeficiency Virus 

 

AIDS = A disease when your immune system stops working because of HIV 

   AIDS = Acquired ImmunoDeficiency Syndrome 

 

HIV is transmitted by: 

o Unprotected sex 

o Blood/fluid exchange 

o Mother’s milk 

o Dirty needles 

 

Consequences of HIV and AIDS: 

o Breakdown of social structure 

 Loss of parents, so many orphans 

o Lack of trust in medical systems 

 Don’t trust blood transfusions or injections 

o Hurts economy 

 Kills adults (who would normally work) 

 Many more people sick (take sick-days from work and are expensive to treat) 

 


